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FIG. 3: The annihilation diagrams !! ! "" both with (a) and without (b) the Sommerfeld enhancements.

for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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for ordinary WIMP annihilations, mediated by W/Z/! exchange).

Because of the presence of a new light state, the annihilation "" " ## can, and naturally will, be significant. In

order not to spoil the success of nucleosynthesis, we cannot have very light new states in this sector, with a mass <! 10

MeV, in thermal equilibrium with the standard model; the simplest picture is therefore that all the light states in the

dark sector have a mass ! GeV. Without any special symmetries, there is no reason for any of these particles to be

exactly stable, and the lightest ones can therefore only decay back to standard model states, indeed many SM states

are also likely kinematically inaccessible, thus favoring ones that produce high energy positrons and electrons. This

mechanism was first utilized in [19] to generate a large positron signal with smaller $0 and p̄ signals. Consequently, an

important question is the tendency of # to decay to leptons. This is a simple matter of how # couples to the standard

model. (A more detailed discussion of this can be found in [30].)

A scalar # can couple with a dilaton-like coupling #Fµ!Fµ! , which will produce photons and hadrons (via gluons).

Such a possibility will generally fail to produce a hard e+e! spectrum. A more promising approach would be to mix

# with the standard model Higgs with a term %#2h†h. Should # acquire a vev ##$ ! m", then we yield a small mixing

with the standard model Higgs, and the # will decay into the heaviest fermion pair available. For m"
<! 200 MeV

it will decay directly to e+e!, while for 200 MeV<! m"
<! 250 MeV, # will decay dominantly to muons. Above that

hadronic states appear, and pion modes will dominate. Both e+e! and µ+µ! give good fits to the PAMELA data,

while e+e! gives a better fit to PAMELA+ATIC.

A pseudoscalar, while not yielding a Sommerfeld enhancement, could naturally be present in this new sector. Such

a particle would typically couple to the heaviest particle available, or through the axion analog of the dilaton coupling

above. Consequently, the decays of a pseudoscalar would be similar to those of the scalar.

A vector boson will naturally mix with electromagnetism via the operator F "
µ!Fµ! . This possibility was considered

some time ago in [40]. Such an operator will cause a vector #µ to couple directly to charge. Thus, for m"
<! 2mµ it

will decay to e+e!, while for 2mµ
<! m"

<! 2m# it will decay equally to e+e! and µ+µ!. Above 2m#, it will decay

40% e+e!, 40%µ+µ! and 20%$+$!. At these masses, no direct decays into $0’s will occur because they are neutral

and the hadrons are the appropriate degrees of freedom. At higher masses, where quarks and QCD are the appropriate

degrees of freedom, the # will decay to quarks, producing a wider range of hadronic states, including $0’s, and, at

suitably high masses m"
>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained

down to the temperature TCMB ! m" [44].
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>! 2 GeV, antiprotons as well [66]. In addition to XDM [18], some other important examples

of theories under which dark matter interacts with new forces include WIMPless models [41], mirror dark matter [42]

and secluded dark matter [43].

Note that, while these interactions between the sectors can be small, they are all large enough to keep the dark

and standard model sectors in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures far beneath the dark matter mass, and (as

mentioned in the previous section), we can naturally get the correct thermal relic abundance with a weak-scale dark

matter mass and perturbative annihilation cross sections. Kinetic equilibrium in these models is naturally maintained
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Figure 7: One-step DM annihilation. As in fig. 6, here for DM annihilations into 4e (left

column), 4µ (middle), 4τ (right), via a light intermediate new particle.
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Fig. 2.— All-sky residual maps after subtracting the Fermi di!use Galactic model from the LAT 1.6 year maps in 4 energy bins (see
§3.1.1). Two bubble structures extending to b± 50! appear above and below the GC, symmetric about the Galactic plane.

This procedure provides a di!use model that faithfully
reproduces most of the features of the di!use Galactic
emission. One shortcoming is the existence of “dark gas”
(Grenier et al. 2005), clouds with gamma-ray emission
that do not appear in the H I and CO surveys. These
features are seen in dust maps (Schlegel et al. 1998) and
may simply be molecular H clouds underabundant in CO.
The Fermi di!use model is primarily intended as a

background for point source detection, and comes with a
number of caveats. However these caveats apply mainly
near the Galactic plane, and at E > 50GeV. It is nev-
ertheless useful for qualitatively revealing features in the
di!use emission at high latitude. In Figure 2, we show
the residual maps after subtracting the Fermi di!use
Galactic model in di!erent energy bins. A double-lobed
bubble structure is clearly revealed, with similar mor-
phology in the di!erent energy bins. We note that the
bubble is neither limb brightened nor centrally bright-
ened, consistent with a flat projected intensity distribu-
tion.

3.1.2. Simple Template-Based Di!use Galactic Model

Since the dominant foreground gamma-rays originate
from !0 gammas produced by CR protons interact-
ing with the ISM, the resulting gamma-ray distribution
should be morphologically correlated with other maps
of spatial tracers of the ISM. A good candidate is the
Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (SFD) map of Galactic

fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/ring for FSSC final4.pdf

dust, based on 100µm far IR data (Schlegel et al. 1998).
The !0/bremsstrahlung gamma-ray intensity is propor-
tional to the ISM density ! the CR proton/electron den-
sity integrated along the line of sight. As long as the
CR proton/electron spectrum and density are approxi-
mately spatially uniform, the ISM column density is a
good tracer of !0/bremsstrahlung emission. The dust
map has some advantages over gas maps: there are no
problems with self absorption, no concerns about “dark
gas” (Grenier et al. 2005), and the SFD dust map has
su"cient spatial resolution (SFD has spatial resolution
of 6’, and LAB is 36’). On the other hand, SFD con-
tains no velocity information, so it is impossible to break
the map into Galactocentric rings. Nevertheless, it is in-
structive to employ the SFD map to build a very simple
foreground model. The goal is to remove foregrounds in a
fashion that reveals the underlying structure with as few
physical assumptions as possible. We will compare the
resulting residuals using this simple di!use model with
those using the Fermi di!use Galactic model.
As an example, we reveal the Fermi bubble structure

from 1" 5 GeV Fermi-LAT 1.6 yr data in Figure 3. We
use the SFD dust map as a template of the !0 gamma
foreground. The correlation between Fermi and SFD
dust is striking, and the most obvious features are re-
moved by this subtraction (top row in Figure 3). This
step makes the bubbles above and below the GC easily
visible. The revealed bubbles are not aligned with any
structures in the dust map, and cannot plausibly be an
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Profumo & Jeltema: Extragalactic IC Light from Dark Matter and the Pamela Positron Excess 15
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Figure 5. Constraints on the mass versus pair annihilation cross section parameter
space plane from the all-redshift all-halo annihilation emission, for dark matter models
pair-annihilating into µ+µ! (left panel) and !+!! (right panel). Points above the
solid black line are excluded for a Bullock et al structure formation setup and a Moore
halo profile, while those above the dot-dashed line are ruled out even with the more
conservative ENS setup and Burkert halo profile. The shaded regions correspond to
the best fit to the Pamela (cyan) and Fermi (orange) data, following the approach
outlined in Ref. [10].

two examples of this class of models yielding cascading multiple lepton pairs (see e.g.

[68]) in panels (c) and (d). The values of the masses and pair-annihilation rates for

the 4µ (c) and 4! channels are taken from Ref. [12]. Although injecting softer e± pairs
and therefore featuring a relatively flatter IC peak emission appearing at lower energies,

these models do not generically escape the overproduction of extragalactic IC gamma

ray photons.

A summary of the constraints from the all-redshift all-halo annihilation emission

on dark matter models that could explain the Pamela positron excess is given in fig. 5.

There we shade the regions of parameter space favored by a dark matter annihilation
interpretation of the Pamela (cyan) and Fermi (orange) data, according to the procedure

outlined in Ref. [10], and we show the lines corresponding to the constraints from the

extragalactic dark matter annihilation emission: Points above the solid black line are

excluded for a Bullock et al structure formation setup and a Moore halo profile, while

those above the dot-dashed line are ruled out even with the more conservative ENS

setup and Burkert halo profile. Specifically, the constraints correspond to models that
overproduce the extragalactic gamma-ray flux by more than 2-" for at least one of the

EGRET bins. Notice that the shape of the curves representing the constraints reflects

the fact that for low masses, final state radiation and gamma-rays from the prompt

dark matter annihilation event over-ride the IC emission, which becomes dominant at

Profumo + Jeltema ’09
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Fermi-LAT Collaboration: Dark Matter Annihilation in Clusters of Galaxies 14
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Figure 4. Upper limits on the annihilation cross-section for a bb̄ final state (left panel)
and a µ+µ! final state (right panel) for the Coma and Fornax clusters including the
e!ect of substructure on the expected gamma-ray signal. The constraints are shown
for no substructure (solid lines), our conservative substructure setup which includes
only substructure of dwarf galaxy mass or larger (dashed lines), and our optimistic
setup which includes substructure down to Mcut = 10!6 M" (dot-dashed lines). The
dark matter models are the same as in Fig. 3.

only the expected contribution from galactic scale substructure and gives a boost to the

expected gamma-ray flux of ! 4.6 for Fornax and ! 2.1 for Coma. In this setup, the

Fornax constraints exclude models fitting the Pamela e+e! data with masses above 1

TeV for a µ+µ! final state and begin to probe thermally produced WIMP models with

a relic density consistent with the observed universal matter density for a bb̄ final state.
In the more optimistic substructure setup (dot-dashed lines in Fig. 4), where we

include substructure down to roughly the expected substructure cuto! scale for WIMP

models, the predicted boosts to the cluster gamma-ray flux are even higher, ! 10 for

Fornax and ! 9 for Coma. In this case, the left panel indicates that winos lighter than

200 GeV are ruled out, as is a dark matter interpretation of the Pamela positron fraction

with a µ+µ! final state and a sub-TeV mass. In general, models with a µ+µ! final state
with cross sections greater than ! 10!23 cm3 s!1 and particle masses greater than ! 1

TeV are excluded which includes most of the parameter space fitting the Fermi-LAT

e+e! data.

Similar to our conclusions here, Ref. [3] predicts that for a particle mass of 1.6

TeV with a cross-section of 3 " 10!23 cm3 s!1 annihilating to a pure µ+µ! final state,

Fermi-LAT should detect local clusters if the cut-o! scale for substructures is 104M" or

less.

Fermi collab ’10
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FIG. 9: The maximal e!ective Sommerfeld enhancement factor Se! compared to data for force
carrier mass m! = 250 MeV. The cross-hatched region is excluded by requiring consistency with
the thermal relic density and adopting all of the Se!-maximizing assumptions listed in Sec. IVA.

The red and green shaded regions are 2! PAMELA- and Fermi-favored regions for the 4µ channel,
and the best fit point is (mX , Se!) = (2.35 TeV, 1500) [20].

beyond this temperature; however, we cannot assume a Maxwellian distribution for the dark
matter particle, because the annihilations preferentially deplete the low momentum tail. As
an example, we show in Fig. 8 what happens when we allow the annihilation process to
proceed down to 1 eV. The relic density is essentially negligible for the case where we have
chemical recoupling, whereas it is unchanged for the case away from resonance.

V. COMPARISON TO PAMELA AND FERMI

A. Maximal Enhancements and Best Fit Parameters

In Figs. 9 and 10, we compare the maximal Se! presented in Fig. 5 to the boost factors
required to explain PAMELA and Fermi data. The PAMELA and Fermi regions, derived
in Ref. [20], assume an isothermal halo and a 250 MeV force carrier that decays with 100%
branching ratio to µ+µ!, leading to annihilations XX ! µ+µ!µ+µ!. The fits are insensitive
to m!, provided m! " mX . The best fit is for (mX , Se!) = (2.35 TeV, 1500), and the regions
are 2! contours relative to the best fit parameters. Results for other halo profiles, other
particle physics models, and other final states have also been considered [20, 21, 46]. These
studies find that the 4µ final state provides a better fit than all other considered final states,
but see Sec. VD for a discussion of this issue.

Despite choosing Tkd and all other parameters to maximize Se!, we find that the possible
values of Se! fall short of explaining the PAMELA and Fermi excesses. For example, at
mX = 2.35 TeV the maximal Sommerfeld enhancement is Se! # 100, a factor of 15 below
the best fit value. For lower mX , the data may be fit with smaller Se!, but the relic density

17
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B. Benchmark points

We now provide specific examples of benchmark points that satisfy the relic density and CMB constraints. Table I
lists the particle physics parameters, present-day and low-velocity boost factors, and the CMB limit on the boost factor
for these points. The boost factors are computed using the semi-analytic approximate formula for the Sommerfeld
enhancement, but numerical checks indicate that the approximation is accurate to within ! 5% for v >! 150 km/s,
and to within ! 10% for v " 0. In both cases, the approximation tends to overestimate the enhancement, so the
overall e!ect is to slightly weaken the CMB constraints relative to the present-day boost factor.
Two of our benchmarks have mass splittings well below 2me, and therefore potentially long lifetimes. We can

estimate the depletion of the excited state due to DM-DM downscattering using the prescription for the scattering
rate described in §III A, although it should be noted that unlike the relic density calculation, the uncertainties in
our prescription for the downscattering cross section induce correspondingly large uncertainties in the relic excited
fraction. For the 1.68 TeV and 1 TeV benchmarks, the estimated relic excitation fractions (after decoupling of the
DM-DM downscattering, but before decay) are respectively ! 5# 10!3 and 2# 10!3.
In Table II we provide the GALPROP parameters for the the electron and proton injection spectra needed to reproduce

the background e+e! spectra for each of the benchmark points. As discussed in §V, the injection spectrum for
electrons is a power law in energy with two breaks and so can be described by six parameters (ne, !e1, Ee1, !e2, Ee2, !e3),
an overall normalization ne, the three power law indices, !e1, !e2, and !e3, and the energies at which the breaks occurs
Ee1 and Ee2. The low energy break occurs around a few GeV. Since our PAMELA and Fermi fits do not extend to
energies below 10 GeV, the electron spectrum at these energies is irrelevant for our analysis. Therefore, the parameters
Ee1 and !e1 are unnecessary for our fits, but we include them in Table II for completeness. The proton injection
spectrum is a broken power law in energy described by the four parameters (np, !p1, Ep, !p2).

Annihilation Channel m! (MeV) m" (TeV) !D " (MeV) Local BF Saturated BF CMB limit
1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 900 1.68 0.04067 0.15 300 530 600
1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 900 1.52 0.03725 1.34 260 360 545
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 580 1.55 0.03523 1.49 250 437 490
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 580 1.20 0.03054 1.00 244 374 379

1:1 e± : µ± 350 1.33 0.02643 1.10 156 339 340
e± only 200 1.00 0.01622 0.70 67 171 171

TABLE I: Particle physics parameters, present day boost factors, and boost factors in the low-velocity limit for benchmark
points. The boost factor (BF) is defined as !$v"/3# 10!26cm3 s!1.

Annihilation m" ne # 10!10 %e1 Ee1 %e2 Ee1 %e3 np # 10!9 %p1 Ep1 %p2
Channel (TeV) @ 34.5 GeV (GeV) (GeV) @ 100 GeV (GeV)

1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 1.68 3.12763 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.66361 1.98 9.0 2.11
1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 1.52 3.12763 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.66361 1.98 9.0 2.11
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 1.55 3.12763 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.66361 1.98 9.0 2.11
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 1.20 3.06444 n/a 4.0 2.50 2200 3.3 5.20440 1.98 9.0 2.11

1:1 e± : µ± 1.33 3.09604 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.74014 1.98 9.0 2.11
e± only 1.00 3.10299 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.74014 1.98 9.0 2.11

TABLE II: GALPROP parameters describing the electron and proton injection spectra for the benchmark points. For all cases the
di!usion parameters used are the following: D0 = 4.00 (multiplied by 1028 cm2 s!1 to obtain D(E) at E = 4 GeV), ! = 0.50,
hd = 4.0 kpc. Normalizations ne and np are in units of cm!2 s!1 sr!1 MeV!1. Because we do not fit the PAMELA or Fermi
data below 10 GeV, the values of %e1 are not indicated.

C. Comparisons with Previous Results

While we find ample regions of parameter space that provide agreement with the PAMELA and Fermi results,
previous studies [33] have been more negative. In particular, [33] finds a maximum local “boost factor” (BF) of ! 120
from Sommerfeld-enhanced annihilation for ! 2 TeV DM, and a BF of 90 for 1 TeV DM, compared to a best fit to
the data for "" " ##, with # " µ+µ! (taken from [29, 109]) of 2.35 TeV DM with a boost factor of 1500. We
should emphasize that our results are completely consistent with theirs, with the di!erent conclusions arising from
our consideration of a more general parameter space. Specifically,

Finkbeiner, et al 2010
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We now provide specific examples of benchmark points that satisfy the relic density and CMB constraints. Table I
lists the particle physics parameters, present-day and low-velocity boost factors, and the CMB limit on the boost factor
for these points. The boost factors are computed using the semi-analytic approximate formula for the Sommerfeld
enhancement, but numerical checks indicate that the approximation is accurate to within ! 5% for v >! 150 km/s,
and to within ! 10% for v " 0. In both cases, the approximation tends to overestimate the enhancement, so the
overall e!ect is to slightly weaken the CMB constraints relative to the present-day boost factor.
Two of our benchmarks have mass splittings well below 2me, and therefore potentially long lifetimes. We can

estimate the depletion of the excited state due to DM-DM downscattering using the prescription for the scattering
rate described in §III A, although it should be noted that unlike the relic density calculation, the uncertainties in
our prescription for the downscattering cross section induce correspondingly large uncertainties in the relic excited
fraction. For the 1.68 TeV and 1 TeV benchmarks, the estimated relic excitation fractions (after decoupling of the
DM-DM downscattering, but before decay) are respectively ! 5# 10!3 and 2# 10!3.
In Table II we provide the GALPROP parameters for the the electron and proton injection spectra needed to reproduce

the background e+e! spectra for each of the benchmark points. As discussed in §V, the injection spectrum for
electrons is a power law in energy with two breaks and so can be described by six parameters (ne, !e1, Ee1, !e2, Ee2, !e3),
an overall normalization ne, the three power law indices, !e1, !e2, and !e3, and the energies at which the breaks occurs
Ee1 and Ee2. The low energy break occurs around a few GeV. Since our PAMELA and Fermi fits do not extend to
energies below 10 GeV, the electron spectrum at these energies is irrelevant for our analysis. Therefore, the parameters
Ee1 and !e1 are unnecessary for our fits, but we include them in Table II for completeness. The proton injection
spectrum is a broken power law in energy described by the four parameters (np, !p1, Ep, !p2).

Annihilation Channel m! (MeV) m" (TeV) !D " (MeV) Local BF Saturated BF CMB limit
1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 900 1.68 0.04067 0.15 300 530 600
1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 900 1.52 0.03725 1.34 260 360 545
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 580 1.55 0.03523 1.49 250 437 490
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 580 1.20 0.03054 1.00 244 374 379

1:1 e± : µ± 350 1.33 0.02643 1.10 156 339 340
e± only 200 1.00 0.01622 0.70 67 171 171

TABLE I: Particle physics parameters, present day boost factors, and boost factors in the low-velocity limit for benchmark
points. The boost factor (BF) is defined as !$v"/3# 10!26cm3 s!1.

Annihilation m" ne # 10!10 %e1 Ee1 %e2 Ee1 %e3 np # 10!9 %p1 Ep1 %p2
Channel (TeV) @ 34.5 GeV (GeV) (GeV) @ 100 GeV (GeV)

1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 1.68 3.12763 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.66361 1.98 9.0 2.11
1:1:2 e± : µ± : #± 1.52 3.12763 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.66361 1.98 9.0 2.11
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 1.55 3.12763 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.66361 1.98 9.0 2.11
1:1:1 e± : µ± : #± 1.20 3.06444 n/a 4.0 2.50 2200 3.3 5.20440 1.98 9.0 2.11

1:1 e± : µ± 1.33 3.09604 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.74014 1.98 9.0 2.11
e± only 1.00 3.10299 n/a 4.0 2.45 2200 3.3 5.74014 1.98 9.0 2.11

TABLE II: GALPROP parameters describing the electron and proton injection spectra for the benchmark points. For all cases the
di!usion parameters used are the following: D0 = 4.00 (multiplied by 1028 cm2 s!1 to obtain D(E) at E = 4 GeV), ! = 0.50,
hd = 4.0 kpc. Normalizations ne and np are in units of cm!2 s!1 sr!1 MeV!1. Because we do not fit the PAMELA or Fermi
data below 10 GeV, the values of %e1 are not indicated.

C. Comparisons with Previous Results

While we find ample regions of parameter space that provide agreement with the PAMELA and Fermi results,
previous studies [33] have been more negative. In particular, [33] finds a maximum local “boost factor” (BF) of ! 120
from Sommerfeld-enhanced annihilation for ! 2 TeV DM, and a BF of 90 for 1 TeV DM, compared to a best fit to
the data for "" " ##, with # " µ+µ! (taken from [29, 109]) of 2.35 TeV DM with a boost factor of 1500. We
should emphasize that our results are completely consistent with theirs, with the di!erent conclusions arising from
our consideration of a more general parameter space. Specifically,
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FIG. 1: Left: Allowed ranges of parameter space for fits within the 1!, 90% confidence, and 2! error bars to PAMELA only (in
decreasing intensity of red), Fermi only (in decreasing intensity of gray), and for simultaneous fits to both PAMELA and Fermi
(in decreasing intensity of purple). Yellow crosses indicate benchmark points. Right: As in left, with curves showing the boost
factors for a range of mass splittings " such that !h2 = 0.1120 (dashed). The CMB constraints are met for the solid portions
of the curves. Results are shown for 800 GeV ! m! ! 3 TeV only. All preferred regions shown here assume #0 = 0.4 GeV/cm3

and no contribution to the signal from DM substructure; any substructure correction (e.g. [80]) will shift the preferred regions
to lower boost factors.
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 1: Left: Allowed ranges of parameter space for fits within the 1!, 90% confidence, and 2! error bars to PAMELA only (in
decreasing intensity of red), Fermi only (in decreasing intensity of gray), and for simultaneous fits to both PAMELA and Fermi
(in decreasing intensity of purple). Yellow crosses indicate benchmark points. Right: As in left, with curves showing the boost
factors for a range of mass splittings " such that !h2 = 0.1120 (dashed). The CMB constraints are met for the solid portions
of the curves. Results are shown for 800 GeV ! m! ! 3 TeV only. All preferred regions shown here assume #0 = 0.4 GeV/cm3

and no contribution to the signal from DM substructure; any substructure correction (e.g. [80]) will shift the preferred regions
to lower boost factors.
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 3: Benchmark models fitting the PAMELA (first and third rows) and Fermi (second and fourth rows) cosmic-ray excesses,
obtained using the GALPROP program.

• A decay mode of ! ! µ+µ! was assumed by [33], which is natural for models where ! is a scalar, but does not
occur in models where ! is a vector, and the force arises from a conventional gauge group. In these cases, !
couples to charge, and there is always a sizeable hard ! ! e+e! component, unless ! is very degenerate with
the " meson. The presence of an electron component hardens the final e+e! spectrum, increases the power in
e+e! as opposed to neutrinos (by a factor of up to " 3, depending on the branching ratio), and lowers the
preferred mass scale for the DM to around 1 TeV, since the electron component dominates the high-energy
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FIG. 2: Contours for the boost factor BF in the local halo as a function of the mediator mass m! and mass splitting !, with
"D chosen to produce the correct relic density. The DM velocity distribution is assumed to be Maxwellian with # = 150 km/s.
The regions overlaid with red lines are ruled out at 95% confidence by bounds from WMAP5, taking f = 0.2 for hadronic final
states, f = 0.24 for muons, and f = 0.7 for electrons, and weighting these three contributions according to the (m!-dependent)
branching ratios for decays of the dark gauge boson. Upper row: Results for 1.2 TeV dark matter, for three values of the
coannihilation parameter $. Upper left panel: $ = 1/4, corresponding to the minimal singly-charged Higgs model described
in §II B. Upper center panel: $ = 1 ("D = 0.0263, see text). Upper right panel: $ = 4 ("D = 0.0177, see text). Lower row:
Results for DM mass (lower left panel) 900 GeV, (lower center panel) 1.5 TeV, and (lower right panel) 1.8 TeV, in the $ = 1/4
minimal model. Capture into a bound state, inducing an additional enhancement to late-time annihilation, is kinematically
allowed in regions to the left of the black-dashed line, but has not been included in the analysis; see Appendix A for a discussion.

For ! > 1/4 we include only the self-annihilation channel "" ! ##, and a coannihilation channel parameterized by
!; with these assumptions the only dependence of the annihilation rate on m! and $ comes through the low-velocity
Sommerfeld enhancement, so except near the resonance centers, the relic density is largely fixed by %D and m". Since
these resonance regions are generally already ruled out by constraints from the CMB, we simply hold %D fixed for
these scans, and confirm that an acceptable relic density is obtained in all the regions that are not ruled out. For the
minimal model, in contrast, the early-universe cross section for the new annihilation channel "i"i ! hDhD scales as
$2/m4

!, so the coupling %D must be reduced at small m! and/or large $ to obtain the correct relic density.
A quick study of these plots shows that boosts larger than 200 populate a large region of the allowed parameter

space, with boosts even larger than 300. Much larger boosts are still possible to achieve while maintaining agreement

with the relic density constraint (S
>" 500) but are strongly disfavored from CMB constraints. For low m! or large

$, the "" ! hh annihilation channel in the minimal model naturally reduces the annihilation rate both in the local
halo and during the epoch of last scattering; increasing ! has the same e!ect, but independent of m! and $. Either
opens up new regions of parameter space at low mediator masses, which would be ruled out by the CMB constraints
in the minimal model with $ = 0.
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FIG. 6: Constraints on the annihilation cross-section !!Av"
the e!ciency factor f . The dark blue area is excluded by
WMAP5 data at 95% confidence, whereas the lighter blue
area shows the region of parameter space that will be probed
by Planck. The cyan area is the zone that can ultimately be
explored by a cosmic variance limited experiment with angu-
lar resolution comparable to Planck. Constraints are taken
from [42] (Fig. 4). The data points indicate the positions of
models which fit the observed cosmic-ray excesses, as fitted in
[20, 55]. Squares: PAMELA only. Diamonds: PAMELA and
Fermi. Crosses: PAMELA and ATIC. Error bars indicate the
factor-of-4 uncertainty in the required boost factor due to un-
certainties in the local dark matter density (any substructure
contributions are not taken into account). For models labeled
by “XDM” followed by a ratio, the annihilation is through an
XDM intermediate light state to electrons, muons and pions
in the given ratio (e.g. “XDM 4:4:1” corresponds to 4:4:1
annihilation to e+e!, µ+µ! and "+"!).

by WMAP5 constraints, either the enhancement must
be saturated over the redshift range in question (z !
100 " 4000), or ! or f(z) must be extremely small – in
which case the model could not explain the cosmic-ray
anomalies described in the Introduction. For the models
of greatest interest, the enhancement S thus provides a
constant boost factor to the annihilation cross section at
z ! 1000, and our constraints apply directly.

At redshift z, the CMB temperature is ! 2.35 #
10!4(1 + z) eV. This places an upper bound on the tem-
perature of the DM: however, after kinetic decoupling
the DM temperature evolves adiabatically as T $ z2,
and thus the WIMPs can be much colder than the pho-
ton temperature. [42] suggests v/c ! 10!8 at z ! 1000
for a 100 GeV WIMP.

If the enhancement is still unsaturated at such low ve-
locities, then the force carrier must be extremely light
compared to the WIMP mass. For the models recently
proposed in the literature [21, 23, 25, 57], the enhance-
ment has always saturated by this point as the force carri-
ers are much heavier than 10!8MDM. Other constraints
on models with very low-mass mediators also exist: as

one example, a 1/v enhancement which saturates at too
low a velocity can also cause runaway annihilations in
the first DM halos at the onset of structure formation
[58]. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, models which fit
the recently observed cosmic-ray anomalies are already
close to being ruled out by WMAP5. If the Sommer-
feld enhancement in such models has not saturated by
(v/c) ! 10!8, this implies an e!ective cross section at re-
combination ! 4 " 5 orders of magnitude higher than in
the present-day Galactic halo. Such models are therefore
strongly excluded by WMAP5. Similarly, if the WIMP
annihilates to the same particle which mediates the Som-
merfeld enhancement, then in order for the enhancement
to evade the constraints in Fig. 6, the coupling ! between
the WIMP and the force carrier must be extremely small
– reducing the annihilation cross section at freeze-out to
unacceptable levels for a thermal relic. Thus for a broad
range of well motivated models, it is self-consistent to as-
sume that the Sommerfeld enhancement is saturated for
the redshift range of interest (z ! 100 " 4000).

We can write the 95 % confidence limits from WMAP5
in terms of constraints on the total cross section,

%"Av&saturated <
3.6 # 10!24cm3/s

f

!

MDMc2

1TeV

"

, (6)

or as constraints on the maximum saturated enhance-
ment, relative to the thermal relic cross section %"Av& =
3 # 10!26 cm3/s,

Smax <
120

f

!

MDMc2

1TeV

"

. (7)

In both cases values of f for the di!erent channels are
given in Table I.

These results directly limit the maximum boost fac-
tor possible from substructure, in Sommerfeld-enhanced
models. There has recently been considerable interest
in possible annihilation signals from dark matter sub-
halos, where the DM velocity dispersion is reduced and
the Sommerfeld-enhanced cross section is boosted (e.g.
[59, 60, 61, 62]). However, the saturated cross section
cannot be much larger than that required to fit the cos-
mic ray anomalies, so for models which fit the cosmic ray
anomalies, the lower velocity dispersion in subhalos will
not result in a higher annihilation cross section.

2. Sommerfeld-enhanced models fitting cosmic ray excesses

In Sommerfeld-enhanced models which produce the ob-
served excesses in e+e! cosmic rays, the saturation of
the enhancement is even more constrained than in the
general case. Since the cross sections required to fit
the cosmic ray anomalies are already nearly excluded by
WMAP5, as shown in Fig. 6, the enhancement must al-
ready be close to saturation at v ! 150 km/s (5#10!4c),
the estimated local WIMP velocity dispersion. Astro-
physical uncertainties – in the propagation of cosmic rays,
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nermost regions of the halo, where ρ ∼ r−1
, we have

P (ρ) ∼ ρ−4
. The transition between these two regimes

occurs at ρs = 1/12 c3/f(c) ρvir, where c = Rvir/rs is the
concentration of the halo and f(c) = ln(1+c)−c/(1+c).
We set ρmax = ρs = 1/12 c3/f(c) ρvir, which then de-

pends only on the concentration with which the earliest-

collapsing halos are born. Numerical simulations [7] in-

dicate low natal concentrations of c ≈ 2− 5, correspond-

ing to ρmax ≈ 1.5 − 11 ρvir. For definiteness, we pick

an intermediate value of c = 3.5 and zc = 40, giving

ρmax = 80 GeV cm
−3

.

Close to the center, the clumped fraction 1 − fs, as

determined from the numerical simulation, is so small

that the boost factor remains close to unity. As the mean

halo density ρh decreases with radius while the clumped

fraction increases (cf. Eq. (4)), the local boost factor

grows considerably in the outer regions of the halo. Note,

however, that the total luminosity of the halo does not

increase in proportion to this local boost factor. The

overall luminosity is dominated by radii � rs, and the

total boost from substructure within a radius R must be

evaluated numerically,,

B(<R) =

� R
0 B(r) ρ(r)2 r2 dr
� R
0 ρ(r)2 r2 dr

. (8)

We show in Fig. 4 the differential and cumulative lumi-

nosity boost factor as a function of radius for the Via

Lactea II host halo, assuming α = 0 and 1 − fs(r) as

given in Eq. (4). The boost factor remains close to unity

in the center and only reaches 1.5 at the Sun’s distance

of 8 kpc
1
, implying that if the WIMP annihilation cross

section has the canonical �σv� ∝ constant dependence

on the velocity, the local boost from substructure is un-

likely to provide the missing factor of 100-1000 needed

to explain the cosmic-ray anomalies (see also [19]). The

total luminosity of the halo, however, can be appreciably

boosted by substructure. The cumulative boost B(< r)
increases to ∼ 17 at the virial radius.

Before proceeding further, we note that if α = 0 (and

ρmax � ρ̄), then the boost factor is B(r) = fs + (1 −
fs)(ρmax/ρ̄), an expression that is easily understood. The

first term is simply the usual annihilation rate due to the

smoothly-distributed dark matter. The second is that

due to clumping. If the integrand in Eq. (6) is dominated

by the high-density end, it implies that most of the anni-

hilation in the clumped component is taking place in the

smallest and densest subhalos. If so, then the annihila-

tion rate, per unit volume, from substructure should be

proportional simply to the spatial density of the subhalos

(i.e., how many are there per unit volume), which itself

should be proportional to the ratio of subhalo to host

halo density, (ρmax/ρ̄); this is consistent with Eq. (7) if

α = 0.

1 It would be only 1.14 using the value of 1 − fs measured at 10
kpc, instead of Eq.(4).

FIG. 4. The local substructure boost B(r) (solid) and the
cumulative luminosity boost B(<r) (dotted), as a function of
radius.

B. Sommerfeld enhancement

Suppose now that the annihilation cross section is such

that the thermally-averaged cross section is σv ∝ v̄−β
,

where v̄ is the rms relative velocity for annihilating

WIMPs. There will then be an additional enhance-

ment in the annihilation rate since lower-mass subhalos

will have smaller velocity dispersions. We account for

this additional effect as follows: We first recall that the

characteristic density of a first-generation halo collaps-

ing at z = 40 with a concentration of c = 3.5 is ρs =

80 GeV cm
−3

, and that the corresponding characteristic

velocity is vs ≡
�
GM(< rs)/rs � 1.0× 10

−3
km sec

−1
.

We then note that a typical Milky-Way host halo of

mass 2 × 10
12M⊙ and concentration c = 15 at z = 0

has a corresponding characteristic density and velocity

of ρs = 0.076 GeV cm
−3

and vs = 200 km sec
−1

. This

thus suggests a rough scaling v ∝ ρ−1.75
. We emphasize

that this scaling is only meant to very roughly capture the

relation between density and relative velocity of the DM

particles. In reality there likely is no such simple one-

to-one relationship between these two quantities, since

regions with similar densities can be bound to subhalos

of very different masses and hence have very different ve-
locity dispersions. However, as will become clear below,

our results are not very sensitive to the exact value of the

power law exponent, as long as regions of higher density

(at a fixed galacto-centric distance) typically have lower

velocity dispersions.

In the following, we consider only the Sommerfeld-

enhanced boost factor from the clumped component and

disregard the small contribution from the finite width

of the smooth component. We further assume that the
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WIMPs. There will then be an additional enhance-
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will have smaller velocity dispersions. We account for
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thus suggests a rough scaling v ∝ ρ−1.75
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that this scaling is only meant to very roughly capture the

relation between density and relative velocity of the DM

particles. In reality there likely is no such simple one-

to-one relationship between these two quantities, since

regions with similar densities can be bound to subhalos

of very different masses and hence have very different ve-
locity dispersions. However, as will become clear below,

our results are not very sensitive to the exact value of the

power law exponent, as long as regions of higher density

(at a fixed galacto-centric distance) typically have lower

velocity dispersions.

In the following, we consider only the Sommerfeld-

enhanced boost factor from the clumped component and

disregard the small contribution from the finite width
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FIG. 10. Left: boost factor on positrons for different (sub)halo models, Via Lactea II (red) and Aquarius (blue), assuming a 100
GeV positron line injected at source. Middle: boost for positrons for different injected spectra and for the Via Lactea II case.
Right: boost for antiprotons, and for the same (sub)halo modes as in the left panel. All boosts are computed without solar
modulation; colored bands account for a 1σ fluctuation, which shrink to the hatched areas once the Roche criterion is plugged.

the large population of unresolved subhalos at low and
intermediate energies, and from the Galactic central re-
gions at higher energies (see the boost factor predictions
in the right panel of Fig. 10). This means that as soon
as subhalos dominate the overall contribution, which is
the case in the Via Lactea II configuration, rescaling the
smooth dark matter density down would not be sufficient
to decrease the predictions. The comparison of Fig. 11
with Fig. 13 is a rather striking illustration: predictions
associated with the Via Lactea II setup are poorly af-
fected by a rescaling of the smooth dark matter density,
whereas those with the Aquarius setup are clearly de-
creased. Therefore, a Via Lactea II-like setup for subha-
los (steep mass profile) associated with low WIMP mass
models coupling to quarks seems clearly disfavored by the
current data. Nevertheless, we should also keep in mind
that cosmic ray propagation is affected by large theoreti-
cal uncertainties, the impacts of which are much stronger
on the dark matter yields than on the background pre-
dictions. For instance, lowering the vertical extent of the
diffusion zone (and lowering the diffusion coefficient ac-
cordingly to fulfill the B/C constraints) or increasing the
convection velocity would result in lower flux predictions
[84], which could rehabilitate such scenarios.

As regards the positron flux, it is interesting to note
that the predicted mean fluxes are much lower than the
secondary background expectation by ∼ 1 order of mag-
nitude for all benchmark models but the one annihilat-
ing into electron-positron pairs. Disregarding this lat-
ter case for the moment, it turns out that 5σ statisti-
cal fluctuations could still lead to observational spectral
features for the W+W− model, as made clearer in the
positron fraction plots. Nevertheless, this statistical ef-
fect is actually cancelled as soon as tidal effects are imple-
mented, as shown in Fig. 12. Indeed, the probability that
a nearby single and very luminous subhalo (with typical
mass � 106−7M⊙) dominates the overall flux is much

smaller in that case (see the allowed maximal masses in
Fig. 2). Note that at variance with the antiproton signal,
a single nearby object can dominate the high energy flux
in the case of positrons, due to their short propagation
range.
Focusing on the 100 GeV positron line model, we can

further compare our two dark matter distribution config-
urations, for which the predictions generically exceed the
secondary background. This can be understood easily by
deriving the general analytical expression of the flux for
an injected positron line in the limit E → mχ, which
reads for standard quantities:

φχ
e+(E → mχ) =

δβc

4π

τlossE0

E2

�σv�
2

�
ρ⊙
mχ

�2

≈ 3× 10−10cm−2s−1GeV−1sr−1 ×
τloss
1016s

�
ρ⊙

0.3 GeV/cm3

�2
×

� mχ

100 GeV

�−4 �σv�
3× 10−26cm3/s

.(27)

Surprisingly enough, it is exactly the value of the pre-
dicted background flux φbg

e+(E = 100GeV) ≈ 3 ×
10−10cm−2s−1GeV−1sr−1 at 100 GeV in the median
model of [62]. This formula is readily applied to the
Via Lactea II setup by using ρ⊙ = 0.42GeVcm−3 and
multiplying by the local boost factor, which can be
taken from Fig. 10. We find φχ

e+(mχ = 100GeV) ≈
1.7 × 10−9cm−2s−1GeV−1sr−1, which is larger than the
secondary positron flux by a factor of ∼ 6. We note that
this asymptotic flux prediction is only valid for E → mχ

and falls thereby very quickly with mχ like m−4
χ . We will

further comment on this when discussing the positron
fraction in Sect. VC3.
Finally, we stress again that the theoretical uncertain-

ties on the propagation parameters are still large, and

Pieri, Lavalle, Bertone, Branchini, ’10
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